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Abstract
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“Believe you can and you’re halfway there.”

— Theodore Roosevelt

1 Introduction

Consider the dilemma of a university professor who supervises and provides sepa-

rate feedback to his graduate students, Anne (she) and Bob (he), on their respective

ideas. While honest feedback encourages his students to discard bad ideas, it can be

demoralizing and discourage both idea generation and effort in implementation. On

the other hand, greenlighting bad ideas maintains his students’ confidence levels but

reduces the likelihood of success. Suppose Anne and Bob are identical in all respects

other than Bob being more self-confident than Anne. We build a model to describe how

this dilemma shapes the supervisor’s feedback, the students’ trust in their supervisor,

their efforts and the overall success of their projects. We are especially interested in

whether the supervisor treats Anne and Bob differently, even though he does not favor

either of his students.

Similar situations arise in organizations where supervisors hold only soft authority

over the employees. While supervisors may not directly order employees to take specific

actions, they may still direct employees’ actions due to some informational advantages

(Bolton and Dewatripont (2012)). For instance, a partner in a law firm supervises an

associate who is developing a litigation strategy, a project manager in a technology firm

supervises an engineer who is solving a bug in app development, and a senior designer

in an architecture firm supervises a junior designer who is looking for a design solution.

In all these examples, an experienced supervisor is better informed about whether the

agent’s ideas are more or less likely to succeed.

In Section 2, we present a simple supervisor-agent model with two phases – exper-

imentation and implementation. In the experimentation phase, the agent sequentially

generates ideas at a cost, receives feedback from the supervisor about the merits of her
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ideas, and then selects an idea to implement. In the implementation phase, the agent

decides how much effort to put into completing her chosen idea. The agent’s ability is

initially unknown by both, and the agent and supervisor may not have the same prior.

Importantly, we assume that the supervisor does not internalize the agent’s cost of

effort. This misalignment of preferences means that the supervisor may try to mislead

the agent.

Ability plays a central role. We assume a high-ability agent both generates and

implements ideas better than a low-ability agent. As a result, the agent’s self-opinion (or

self-confidence), that is, her belief about her ability affects both her decisions regarding

how much to experiment and her choice of implementation effort. Both of these effects,

in turn, impact the supervisor’s feedback.

After conducting benchmark analysis in Section 3, we present our key results in

Section 4. We characterize the differing behavior of the supervisor towards low and

high self-opinion agents and the resulting differences in performances. We show that

the supervisor never gives a low self-opinion agent honest feedback. Doing so is demo-

tivating; it discourages effort in both the experimentation and implementation phases.

When negative feedback discourages further experimentation, the supervisor prefers to

falsely encourage the agent to induce her to put more effort into implementation in-

stead. Therefore, negative feedback is only provided to a high self-opinion agent. In

our initial illustration, the supervisor provides more critical feedback to Bob and starts

greenlighting Anne’s bad ideas earlier.

Consequently, receiving supervisor feedback magnifies performance differences be-

tween high and low self-opinion agents. Because high self-opinion agents receive honest

feedback, they have confidence in their ability and the quality of their ideas, leading

to high effort. Receiving more honest feedback with a higher self-opinion encourages

the agent to experiment more and exert an optimal effort in implementing her chosen

idea. In this sense, the supervisor can lead a halfway there, more self-confident, high
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self-opinion agent like Bob to success more often in expectation. Such an opportunity

might not be available to a slightly lower self-opinion agent like Anne. Because such

an agent has less confidence in her ideas, she might exert too much effort on a bad idea

and too little effort on a good idea. Anne’s performance suffers as a result.

Our paper provides new intuition about how a confidence gap between men (Bob)

and women (Anne) in research-driven industries translates into a performance gap. A

vast literature documents this gender confidence gap. Goodman, Cunningham, and

Lachapelle (2002) emphasize that the main cause of female dropouts from STEM fields

is their lack of confidence in their abilities to pursue degrees in these fields.1 We

emphasize that one pathway to underperformance of women with lower self-confidence

is through the lack of willingness of the supervisors to be critical. McCarty (1986) looks

at the role of confidence in the reception of feedback in creative tasks and finds that

women are less confident than men and that feedback does not reduce this gap.

Such performance differences between less and more confident agents have welfare

and policy implications. Notably, confidence-building exercises for Anne that may in-

correctly raise her confidence in her ability can be welfare improving. The discontinuous

change in the supervisor’s feedback strategy as she incorrectly goes from a low self-

opinion to a high self-opinion gives rise to this possibility. The cost of overconfidence

in her ability is that it leads to too much effort. However, the benefit of overconfidence

is that it can lead to more honest feedback. This benefit may outweigh the cost.

In Section 5, we extend our model to include agent’s learning-on-the job with honest

supervision. The examples above deal with early-career employees who gain experience

through supervision. Organizations may create such supervisor-agent relationships to

facilitate the agent’s learning (Fudenberg and Rayo (2019)). We show that the magni-

fying effect of higher self-opinion on the performance is even larger with the possibility

1Niederle and Vesterlund (2007), Gneezy and Rustichini (2004), Gnther, Arslan Ekinci, Schwierenc,
and Strobeld (2010) and Shurchkov (2012) attribute women’s underperformance and unwillingness to
participate in competitive tasks to this same confidence gap.
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of learning-on-the-job. More confident agents may experiment to their maximum limit,

while those with lower confidence might not even experiment once.

Related Literature. Our paper connects three strands of literature: experimentation,

dynamic feedback, and dynamic communication games. Within experimentation, our

work falls under models of motivating experimentation. Broadly, the literature assumes

supervisor commitment to ex-ante information policy when analyzing such questions.

Ely and Szydlowski (2020), Smolin (2017) and Ali (2017) all require a principal to

design an optimal information policy to balance the positive effect of good news with

the discouraging effect of no or bad news. Unlike these papers, our model produces

nontrivial dynamics even with strategic communication. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the first to study such settings without commitment.

The literature usually assumes commitment or does not consider projects that re-

quire experimentation when studying problems of dynamic feedback. Orlov (2013)

considers a setting in which providing information to the agent might benefit the prin-

cipal in the short-run but lead to long-term agency costs. The principal designs an

optimal information sharing rule along with a compensation scheme. Boleslavsky and

Lewis (2016) also study long-term advisory relationships with commitment in which

the agent has new information every period. The principal makes sequential decisions,

after which he observes a private signal of the state.2 We contribute to this literature by

considering a setting invloving experimentation and without supervisor commitment.

Within the literature on dynamic communication games, we are concerned with

persuasion in two phases.3 In this respect, Honryo (2018) and Henry and Ottaviani

(2019) are similar to our setting. In these papers, a sender (entrepreneur or researcher)

tries to persuade a receiver (venture capitalist or publisher) to take a favorable action

2Orlov, Skrzypacz, and Zryumov (2018) is an exception. They look at commitment and no com-
mitment cases in a setting where an agent tries to convince the principal to wait before exercising a
real option. However, their model does not have experimentation.

3Golosov, Skreta, Tsyvinski, and Wilson (2014) and Renault, Solan, and Vieille (2013) look at
situations where the receiver decides after every round of communication. However, neither has the
feature of persuasion in two phases.
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by sequentially disclosing some verifiable or costly information. However, we generate

tradeoffs for the sender without assuming verifiability or costly information transmis-

sion. In our model, when the supervisor persuades the agent to experiment again, he

inadvertently persuades her to reduce effort in implementation.

Finally, our result on the importance of beliefs in final performance is related to

an older line of research dating back to Bénabou and Tirole (2002). This vast line of

economics research is itself based on Bandura (1977) in the field of psychology. However,

such research usually looks at the importance of belief absent external supervision.

The presence of a supervisor drives our results on the effects of higher self-opinion and

overconfidence.4

2 A model of feedback on ideas

An agent (she) works on a project with a supervisor (he). The project involves

two distinct stages that occur sequentially. The first stage involves experimenting with

ideas, and the second stage requires implementation of one chosen idea. The agent

exerts effort toward success in the project in both stages, while the supervisor provides

feedback to the agent in the first stage. The supervisor has no commitment power and

provides feedback based on what he observes. Success generates positive benefits to

both the agent and the supervisor. Only the agent pays the cost of effort.

Stage 1 : Experimentation with ideas. The process of idea generation involves

multiple rounds r = 1, 2, . . . . In each round r, the agent decides whether she wants to

draw a new idea. An idea is defined by its quality, q, which is either good, g, or bad, b,

with 0 < b < g ≤ 1. The agent’s ability, a, determines the quality of the idea drawn.

Ability is either “high,” a = 1, or “low,” a = 0. We let Pr(qr = g|a = 1) = θ ∈ (0, 1)

and Pr(qr = g|a = 0) = 0, i.e., only a high ability agent can produce a good idea.

4Koellinger, Minniti, and Schade (2007) and Hirshleifer, Low, and Teoh (2012) empirically show
the importance of overconfidence in the context of innovation and creativity.
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Ability, in contrast to the idea, is persistent throughout the game and is initially

unobserved to both the agent and the supervisor. βr and Br respectively denote the

agent’s and the supervisor’s belief that the agent is high-ability at the beginning of

round r. Both are non-degenerate and there is common knowledge about the other’s

belief.

We assume that the agent possesses a bad outside option idea at the beginning that

we denote by q0 = b.5

Stage 1 actions and timing. At the beginning of each round of experimentation,

the agent decides whether to experiment again or to implement her most recent idea,

i.e., dr ∈ {experiment, implement}. dr = experiment denotes the agent’s decision to

stay in Stage 1 and experiment with another idea in round r. Doing so costs the agent

c and a new idea is realized.6 The supervisor bears no cost from experimentation and

privately observes the quality qr of the idea drawn.7 He then sends a costless message,

mr ∈ {b, g} about the quality.8

Alternately, the agent may choose dr = implement to move to the second stage in

round r. The move is permanent and the agent cannot return to experimenting with

ideas again. Figure 1 summarizes timing and actions in Stage 1.

Stage 2 : Implementation of idea. Choosing to implement in round r+1 means

that the agent must implement her most recent idea, qr. Thus, we assume that the

agent cannot implement an idea abandoned in previous rounds.

5This assumption is not necessary for the analysis, but helps make relevant comparisons for the
agent at any stage. In particular, the first stage decision is the same as all potential future decisions
– implement a bad quality idea or experiment again.

6Such time and effort costs could arise from seeking inspiration, making online searches, looking
up for data, reading material and exploring the literature.

7In Section 5 we relax the assumption that quality gets revealed only to the supervisor. We extend
the analysis to the case were the agent gradually gains the ability to understand the quality of her own
ideas without needing a supervisor. In general, however, it is reasonable to assume that the supervisor
is better equipped to understand the quality of ideas that early-career agents may generate. This may
be the case due to more experience. Further, we show in Appendix D how the results change when
the supervisor also bears cost of providing feedback.

8This restriction is without loss of generality as the type space is binary and what matters are the
equilibrium mappings from the supervisor type to the message space, i.e., the meaning of the messages.
Here, messages b and g have their natural meaning and are understood as the idea quality.
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experiment
in r

. . .

agent gets idea
qr at cost c

supervisor gives
feedback mr on qt

r + 1

experiment . . .

implement

Figure 1: Summary of timing when the agent chooses dr = experiment

implement
in r + 1. . .

agent implements
qr by exerting ef-

fort er+1 at cost
e2r+1

2

success

failure

Figure 2: Summary of timing when agent chooses dr+1 = implement

Stage 2 actions and timing. When implementing in round r+1, the agent exerts

effort er+1 ∈ R+ at cost
e2r+1

2
to complete the project. Completion leads to success or

failure of the project where Pr(success) = aqrer+1. Figure 2 summarizes the timing and

actions in Stage 2.

Payoffs. The project yields a payoff of V ∈ {0, 1} with success yielding a payoff of

V = 1 and zero otherwise. The payoff of the agent is given by uA = V −Rc− e2R+1

2
where

R is the number of rounds that the agent experimented. The payoff of the supervisor is

given by uS = V . The payoffs highlight the incentive misalignment between the agent

and the supervisor. While both players prefer success over failure, the agent alone bears

the costs of experimentation and implementation. Once payoffs are realized, the game

ends.

2.1 Discussion of the model

The success probability function. We assume that the success function exhibits

complementarities between the quality of the idea, q, effort exerted by the agent, e, and
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the agent’s ability, a. The probability of success is highest when all three are large.

This functional form helps generate the encouraging-discouraging tradeoff of feedback

in our model.

A low-ability agent can never succeed and a high-ability agent can turn a bad idea

into a success. This simplifies the analysis. It means that a known low-ability agent

does not exert effort in either stage. In contrast, a known high-ability exerts maximal

effort in both stages. Nevertheless, because ability is unknown, the agent may want to

experiment, learn about her ideas by seeking feedback, and simultaneously learn about

her underlying ability. Learning, therefore, produces an encouraging effect of negative

feedback – to further learn by experimenting again.9

At the same time, the decision dr will depend on the belief of the agent about her

ability due to our success function. A lower belief will usually imply a lower likelihood

of subsequent experimentation and a lower implementation effort. The two effects

together capture the discouraging effect of negative feedback. In this way, our model

uniquely ties the first stage of the game, which determines not only the quality of the

idea but also the belief about ability, with the second stage of the game.

Thus, the supervisor must balance the discouraging effect on the agent from finding

out that the current idea is bad with the potentially positive effect of learning.10

Self-confidence. We allow for the possibility that the priors of the two players,

β1, B1 ∈ (0, 1), are not the same. We interpret heterogeneous priors as different confi-

dence levels of the agent and the supervisor on the agent’s ability. We will often refer

to βr as agent’s self-confidence. This description is in line with Bénabou and Tirole

(2003) where the agent has imperfect knowledge of her ability and the belief influences

9At the same time, there is an incentive for the agent to implement a bad quality idea by “taking
a chance” on it because a high ability agent can succeed with a bad idea.

10Assuming substitutability in the success function along any dimension kills part of our tradeoff.
For instance, if ability and effort appear additively, then optimal implementation effort does not depend
on the belief about ability. The agent could potentially be successful by exerting maximal effort from
the get go without “wasting” effort on experimentation. Similarly, if quality and effort were substitutes,
then again a bad outcome in experimentation could be made up by exerting a high effort.
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her actions. In their model, a principal manages the agent’s belief in her ability by

assigning her to different tasks. However, in our setting, unlike theirs, we assume that

the principal is also imperfectly informed about the agent’s ability, and can manage the

agent’s belief only via his feedback.

We next present the main analysis and discuss our results for when good ideas can

always produce success, i.e., g = 1. The more general case of g ∈ (b, 1) is relegated to

Appendix B.3.

3 Benchmark: Two special cases with supervisor

commitment

We start our analysis by considering a supervisor who can commit ex-ante to infor-

mation policies. We look at the agent’s behavior under two specific policies: no informa-

tion and full information about the quality of ideas. This analysis yields bounds on the

behavior of the agent and supervisor when they interact with each other strategically

without supervisor commitment.11

3.1 No information policy

If the supervisor provides no information about ideas, the agent learns nothing. She

neither learns the quality of her idea, q, nor does she update on her ability, β. She may,

however, still want to experiment once as a gamble if her self-confidence is sufficiently

11The purpose of this section is not to determine the ex-ante optimal information policy for the
supervisor. That exercise is beyond the scope of the paper. Nonetheless, we present some intuitive
results on the information design problem in Appendix C.
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high.12 The relevant payoff comparison for agent experimentation is given by

− c +
(β1Q)2

2
≥ (β1b)

2

2
. (C1)

The agent chooses an implementation effort of e = β1E(q|a = 1), where E(.|.) is the

conditional expectation operator, and Q := θ + (1 − θ)b. Note that Q is the expected

quality of an idea from experimenting when the agent is high ability. See Figure 3.

Lemma 1 If c < Q2−b2
2

and the agent does not have information about the idea quality

q, then there exists a unique threshold N0 :=
(

2c
Q2−b2

) 1
2 such that

1. if the prior belief β1 ≥ N0 then the agent experiments once and implements her

idea by exerting effort β1Q; and

2. if the prior belief β1 < N0, the agent does not experiment and implements her

outside option idea q0 = b by exerting effort β1b.

If c ≥ Q2−b2
2

and the agent does not have information about the idea quality q, then she

does not experiment for any belief. She implements her outside option idea with effort

β1b.

3.2 Full information policy

If the supervisor reveals the idea quality, then the agent can learn about her ability

(as well as learning about the quality of her ideas). Using Bayes’ rule,

βr =


(1−θ)βr−1

1−βr−1θ
if qr−1 = b,

1 otherwise.

12Observe that the agent does not want to experiment more than once because experimenting
represents an additional cost without any added benefit, as each new idea has the same probability of
being good.
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The agent revises her belief downwards each time she learns that she has produced a bad

quality idea, but her belief jumps to 1 if she learns that her idea is good. Accordingly,

the agent implements her idea with an effort of βrq.

Denote by Vb(βr) the value function of the agent at the beginning of round r with

belief βr when her last observed outcome is qr−1 = b. Then,

Vb(βr) = max

{
(βrb)

2

2
, − c+

βrθ

2
+ (1− βrθ)Vb(βr+1)

}
.

This Bellman equation reflects that an agent (1) who comes up with a good idea does

not experiment any further, but (2) who comes up with a bad idea faces the same

decision problem as she faced orginally with a lower belief.

Assuming that the agent wants to start experimenting, we want to determine when

the agent stops experimenting with repeated bad ideas. Using the one-step look-ahead

rule, if the agent finds it optimal to stop experimenting at a given belief β, then she

also finds it optimal to stop after another round of experimentation. So,

Vb(β) = −c+
βθ

2
+ (1−βθ)Vb(β′) < (βb)2

2
where β′ =

(1− θ)β
1− βθ

and Vb(β′) =
(β′b)2

2
.

Thus, the agent experiments for beliefs that satisfy

− c +
βθ

2
+ (1− βθ)(β′b)2

2
≥ (βb)2

2
. (C2)

See Figure 3. Lemma 2 follows from condition (C2) and captures the optimal behavior

of the agent under full information policy.

Lemma 2 If c < θ(1−b2)
2

and the agent has full information about the idea quality q,

then there exists a unique belief threshold F0 that solves condition (C2) with equality

such that

1. if the agent’s previous idea was bad, qr−1 = b, she experiments for any belief
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βr ≥ F0, but implements it with an effort of βrb for any belief βr < F0; and

2. if the agent’s previous idea was good, qr−1 = g, the agent implements her idea in

round r with a maximal effort of 1.

If c ≥ θ(1−b2)
2

and the agent has full information about the idea quality q, she does not

experiment for any belief and implements her outside option idea with effort β1b.

All proofs of results that appear in the main text are in Appendix A. Proofs of

omitted results are in Appendix B.

3.3 Comparing no information and full information policies

We first compare the belief thresholds induced by the two policies.

Lemma 3 If c < Q2−b2
2

, then both N0 and F0 exist and are unique with N0 > F0.

Figure 3 illustrates why N0 > F0. It shows that for any belief the value of a final

round of experimentation is lower under no information policy due to the absence of

learning. Therefore, for some belief the agent does not experiment when there is no

information, even though she would if she had full information. Accordingly, the cost

condition associated with the no information policy, c < Q2−b2
2

, binds as it is smaller.

Next, we consider the welfare implication of the two policies. The welfare is evalu-

ated as the ex-ante expected utility of the players. Observe that the supervisor always

prefers full information due to the increased probability of success. Under full informa-

tion, the agent experiments more often, which increases the overall expected probability

of success. Nonetheless, because the agent also pays for these costs, it is not imme-

diately obvious that she always prefers the full information policy. However, our first

proposition reveals that this is so.

Proposition 1 For any prior belief β1 ≥ F0, the agent (strictly) prefers the full infor-

mation policy to the no information policy.
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(βQ)2

2

βθ
2

+ (1− βθ) (β′b)2

2

(βb)2

2
+ c

0 F0 N0 1

c

b2

2
+ c

Q2

2

θ
2

+ (1− θ) b2
2

β

Figure 3: Comparing N0 and F0. The red curve shows the total cost of experimenting. c

is the actual cost of experimentation and (βb)2

2
is the opportunity cost of experimenting

given by the value of implementing the current bad idea. The green and the blue curves
respectively show the total benefit of a final round of experimentation under full and
no information about ideas.
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The reason is that higher self-confidence (particularly any belief above F0) increases

the odds of producing a good idea. It makes the agent willing to experiment and

pay the cost under full information policy. Such experimentation would not be possi-

ble under the no information policy despite the agent believing that she can achieve

success. Consequently, both the agent and the supervisor are worse off when the su-

pervisor does not provide information on ideas. We, therefore, seek to determine if and

when the supervisor can engage in mutually beneficial truthful communication without

commitment.

We conclude this section by defining certain belief thresholds arising from N0 and

F0 that will aid in the main analysis. For any arbitrary belief βr and j = 1, 2, . . . , let

φj(βr) = βr+j be the belief after j rounds of application of Bayes’ rule on βr when the

ideas were bad in all j rounds. Inverting φ−1
j (βr+j) = βr gives the starting belief βr

that results in βr+j as the terminal belief after j rounds.

Definition 1 Define φ−1
j (N0) := Nj and φ−1

j (F0) := Fj for j = 1, 2, . . . for the no

information and full information belief thresholds, N0 and F0 respectively.

Therefore, Nj (Fj) is the starting belief, which, when correctly updated about bad ideas

j times, leads to the terminal belief N0 (F0).

4 Strategic supervisor

4.1 Preliminaries

The game between an agent and a strategic supervisor in the experimentation stage

is one of dynamic cheap talk. The supervisor can costlessly provide any feedback inde-

pendent of the true idea quality. Our solution concept is (perfect) Bayesian Equilibrium.

Round r begins for the agent after having observed the last message sent by the

supervisor mr−1. Therefore, a realized history for the agent includes the set of all
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previous messages sent by the supervisor up to and including mr−1, and the sequence

of past decisions made. Round r begins for the supervisor after observing the last idea

of the agent qr. Accordingly, a realized history for the supervisor includes, in addition

to the history viewed by the agent, the sequence of all the realized ideas from past

experimentation attempts.13

As mentioned earlier, we are interested in the existence and the properties of the

truthful equilibria. Specifically, our aim is to identify the equilibria that induce maxi-

mum honesty, i.e., equilibria in which honesty persists for lowest possible beliefs. These

are pure strategy equilibria. A pure strategy for the supervisor in round r is a mapping

from the realized history to the message space {b, g}. If the agent expects the supervi-

sor to be honest at belief βr in round r, the agent’s updated posterior in round r+ 1 is

as in the full information case; βbr+1 = (1−θ)βr
1−θβr if mr = b and βgr+1 = 1 otherwise.

If the supervisor uses the same message independent of the realized history, the

supervisor is said to lie or babble. In this case, the agent’s posterior belief is the same

as her prior belief. We will assume that the agent does not consult the supervisor

when she expects the supervisor to lie. This rules out the possibility of the supervisor

privately learning and not revealing to the agent the outcome and the arising deviations.

13Let dr := (d1, . . . , dr) and mr := (m1, . . . ,mr) be the sequence of decisions made by the agent
and the public messages given by the supervisor until round r. Denote the set of histories for the agent
and the supervisor at the beginning of round r by HA

r and HS
r respectively. The history for the agent

at the beginning of round r is

hAr = (dr−1,mr−1) ∈ HA
r ⊂ ({experiment}r−1 × {b, g}r−1).

This is also the public history of the play of the game up to round r. In addition to the public
history, the supervisor observes qr := (q1, . . . , qr) and an extra decision of the agent to experiment,
i.e., dr = experiment. The history for the supervisor at the beginning of round r is

hSr = (θr, dr, h
A
r ) ∈ HS

r ⊂ ({b, g}r × {experiment}r × {b, g}r−1).
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4.2 Analysis

Babbling is always an equilibrium for any belief β. The agent does not learn about

the quality of her idea as the supervisor is expected to give uninformative feedback.

This is equivalent to the single agent decision-making problem without information.

So, Lemma 1 applies. Expectations of supervisor babbling are self-fulfilling and neither

party can profitably deviate. In what follows we determine if truthful equilibria exist

(in addition to babbling) for different ranges of beliefs starting with lower ones.

Proposition 2 For any belief β < F0, any communication strategy is an equilibrium

and none induces the agent to experiment.

The region of beliefs β < F0 reflects pessimism. Independent of how much infor-

mation the supervisor provides, the agent neither experiments with ideas nor does she

consult the supervisor. She simply implements her bad outside option idea with effort

βb.

Which feedback strategy the supervisor employs for higher beliefs depends on the

possibility of the agent experimenting after negative feedback. Our first main result

defines the range of beliefs for which babbling is the unique equilibrium owing to the

agent abandoning experimenting with ideas. We say that in this region of beliefs the

agent holds a low self-opinion.

Proposition 3 If either c ≥ Q2−b2
2

or c < Q2−b2
2

but F0 ≤ β < N1, then babbling is the

unique equilibrium strategy.

The intuition for this proposition is illustrated in steps using Figure 4.14 Suppose

c < Q2−b2
2

so that both F0 and N0 exist and are below 1. Consider first the range of

beliefs F0 ≤ β < F1 in Step 1 of Figure 4. If the agent expects negative feedback in

14Here we discuss the intuition of why honesty cannot be an equilibrium strategy but the proposition
is stronger. The argument will also hold for partially informative strategies. We provide a general
proof in Appendix A after describing mixed strategies.
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Step 1 : Babbling is unique for F0 ≤ β < F1

0 1
β

N0F0 F1

Step 2 : Babbling is unique for F1 ≤ β < N0

0 1
β

F0 F1 N0 N1

Step 3 : Babbling is unique for N0 ≤ β < N1

0 1
β

F0 F1 N0 N1

Figure 4: Uniqueness of babbling equilibria for priors F0 ≤ β < N1

equilibrium, her posterior belief following such feedback falls below F0. Here, the agent

abandons experimentation and chooses a lower implementation effort of βb2b with her

updated belief. By deviating and providing positive feedback, however, the supervisor

induces a maximal implementation effort of 1. Thus, the supervisor always finds it

beneficial to encourage the agent at this stage so truth-telling will not survive. Babbling

is unique in this range of priors.

As a result of babbling, the agent best responds by not experimenting because this

is identical to a situation with no information and the prior is below N0 (see Lemma

1). Now, the previous argument applies to the range of beliefs, which, when updated

negatively lead to posteriors below F1 (see Step 2). In fact, the same logic can now

be extended to all the beliefs that lead to posteriors below N0 after negative feedback.

Such is the case for all prior beliefs beliefs below N1 (illustrated in Step 3).

Finally, it is straightforward to see that if c ≥ Q2−b2
2

, then an interior N0 does

not exist. As a result, the agent always responds to no information by implementing
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the outside option. Given the agent’s best response, the supervisor always wants to

encourage the student instead.

This region of low self-opinion beliefs reflects inefficiencies in the supervisor-agent

relationship. From Proposition 1, we know that both the supervisor and the agent prefer

full information to no information. Yet, the perceived conflict of interest arising due

to a combination of experimentation costs and low self-opinion is too large to sustain

communication.

Moving to higher beliefs, the possibility of informative feedback opens up due to

the agent’s best response to the previous babbling equilibrium when c < Q2−b2
2

. From

Lemma 1, we know that the agent experiments once in the region between N0 and

N1. The previous threat point for the supervisor now potentially disappears. Our

next result determines whether this one extra round of experimentation (without the

supervisor’s assistance) is sufficient for the supervisor to be honest. We will say the

agent in this region of beliefs has a high self-opinion.

Proposition 4 Let c < Q2−b2
2

. If b <
(

θ
1−θ

)2
so that b < Q2, then there exists a

threshold belief level βtruth := b
qb+(1−q)Q2 < 1 such that

1. the supervisor provides honest feedback to the agent for all beliefs greater than N1

when 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
≤ c < Q2−b2

2
where βtruth < N1, and

2. the supervisor provides honest feedback to the agent for all beliefs greater than

βtruth when c < 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
< Q2−b2

2
where βtruth > N1.

If b ≥
(

θ
1−θ

)2
so that b ≥ Q2, there are no honest equilibria for any belief β < 1 in

which the agent experiments once without feedback in the following round.

See Figure 5. The first part of Proposition 4 shows that a sufficiently high cost

of experimentation generates honest equilibria in the entire region of high self-opinion

beliefs. To see this, consider the supervisor’s incentives to be honest in the region of be-

liefs between N1 and N2. A supervisor who has observed a bad idea expects the project
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1. Honest equilibria when 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
≤ c < Q2−b2

2

0 1
β

F0 N0 N1 N2

agent does not experiment agent experiments

βtruth lies in this region

2. Honest equilibria when c < 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
< Q2−b2

2

0 1
β

F0 Nj Nj+1N0 N1

βtruth

agent does not experiment agent experiments once agent experiments

Figure 5: Honest equilibria for different c ranges

to be successful with probability Bb
2β

b
2Q

2 from being honest when the agent’s effort on

implementation is e = βb2Q. Conversely, deviating leads to an expected probability of

success of Bb
2b such that the agent exerts an effort of 1 on her bad idea. For such a

conjectured strategy to be an equilibrium, we must have that

Bb
2β

b
2Q

2 ≥ Bb
2b ⇐⇒ β1 ≥

b

θb+ (1− θ)Q2
:= βtruth ∈ (0, 1) if b < Q2. (1)

The agent’s high prior ensures that she exerts a higher effort in implementing her idea of

unknown quality, which “buys” supervisor honesty. We call this truth-telling threshold

βtruth.

Note that the supervisor does not directly care about the agent’s cost of experi-

mentation as long as she attempts to experiment again with an idea. So, βtruth does

not depend on c. However, the agent experiments without supervision only when her

belief exceeds N0. In addition, we want to identify the condition that guarantees honest

equilibria for all beliefs above N1. The two conditions are simultaneously satisfied if

βtruth ≤ N1, which simplifies to c ≥ 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
.

What happens when c < 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
? In this case, βtruth > N1 and can lie between

any Nj and Nj+1. We can then again construct an honest equilibrium above βtruth and
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a babbling one below. That all of these beliefs are above N0 ensures that the agent

experiments once more when a bad idea is revealed to her and makes such a strategy

an equilibrium.

It is important not to interpret our result as stating that the belief region for truthful

equilibria expands due to an increase in cost. An increase in c only moves the belief

threshold N1 to match βtruth, which is not dependent on the cost. In fact, the belief

region for truthful equilibria remains the same as long as c ≤ 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
. An increase

in cost beyond this threshold reduces the region of beliefs for truthful equilibria.

It is worth emphasizing that the equilibria we outlined in all these propositions are

not contingent on the supervisor’s belief B1. They are only a function of the agent’s

self-opinion, β1. The reason is twofold. The first is the choice of our success function,

and the second is that the supervisor does not bear any costs. Together they imply

that the supervisor’s belief does not matter in his truth-telling incentive constraint.

Intuitively, this makes sense because the supervisor only cares about maximizing the

probability of success. This probability is determined solely by the agent’s decisions,

which, in turn, are a function of her self-opinion.15

We conclude this section by presenting an important implication of the equilibrium

analysis and a key result.

Corollary 1 The expected probability of success of the agent is higher under a higher

self-opinion.

To see this, note first that the supervisor induces weakly more rounds of experi-

mentation under a higher self-opinion. More rounds of experimentation with honest

feedback increase the chances of securing a good idea.

Second, at the same time, honest feedback allows the agent to match her imple-

mentation effort more closely to the actual idea, thereby maximizing the probability of

15There is no reason in our model for the agent to consider the supervisor’s belief. He does not
possess any additional prior information that may lead her to believe that the supervisor’s belief is
more precise. The two players simply agree to disagree on the prior belief.
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success. An agent who abandons seeking supervision with a lower self-opinion will ex-

ert an inefficient implementation effort on her idea. In contrast, the higher self-opinion

agent at the same stage will either exert optimal implementation effort (guaranteeing

success since a = q = e = 1) or generate a new idea. Therefore, there is a magnifying

effect of a higher belief that results from the combined effect of better experimentation

and better implementation.

4.3 Welfare effect of “overconfidence”

We are interested in the welfare analysis arising from a specific policy that organiza-

tions may implement — investing in building an agent’s confidence. Suppose the agent

enters the relationship with the supervisor, or joins the organization, with an ex-ante

prior belief of β1. However, before the project starts, the organization can influence

the agent’s belief.16 We call this new influenced belief the agent’s interim prior belief,

β̃1, and we suppose that the agent starts working on the project with this belief.

Definition 2 An agent is overconfident about her ability (relative to her ex-ante prior

belief) if β̃1 > β1, i.e., if her interim belief exceeds her ex-ante belief.

We want to determine whether and when the agent would ex-ante prefer to be

overconfident in the interim. Posed differently, would an agent want the organization

to build her self-confidence? To answer this question, we evaluate the ex-ante expected

utility, W (β̃1; β1), of the agent under an interim belief, β̃1. That is, the agent behaves

and makes decisions according to the interim belief β̃1 but W (β̃1; β1) measures the

weights of different outcomes using the ex-ante belief β1. With some abuse of notation,

denote W (β1; β1) by W (β1).

16Experts suggest various ways in which organizations and their managers can build self-confidence
of their employees. For instance, Knight (2018) recommends giving employees tasks with well-defined
deliverables, creating opportunities for their success and then offering feedback on what enabled that
success. Similarly, she recommends managers to “play the long game” and build trust with their
employees.
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In similar contexts where effort is contingent on a “state”, there would be no reason

for W (β̃1; β1) > W (β1). Since this problem is akin to choosing a prior belief, one would

not find it beneficial to choose a prior belief different from their actual (or correct)

belief.17 Yet, we show that this is not always the case in our model.

Proposition 5 Suppose min
{(

b
1−b

)2
,
√
b

1+
√
b

}
< θ ≤ .5 so that b < Q2 < θ ≤ 0.5. Then

there exists an ex-ante belief threshold β̄ such that for all beliefs β ≥ β̄, the agent would

be strictly better off under a higher interim belief that allows her at least one extra round

of experimentation with supervisor feedback. Moreover, F0 < β̄ < N0.

The intuition follows from the nature of the equilibrium. There is a discontinuous

change in the supervisor’s equilibrium strategy at N1 — he starts being honest. Thus,

there exists an agent who at her current ex-ante belief slightly below N1 would not

receive any feedback but will do so after incorrectly having her belief bumped up to N1.

The supervisor’s honest feedback makes it worthwhile for the agent to be overconfident.

A simple corollary follows resulting from the magnifying effect of higher beliefs.

Corollary 2 An agent with a higher ex-ante belief weakly prefers larger increases in

her interim beliefs, i.e. she prefers to be “more” overconfident.

4.4 An alternate setting

Our model can be reinterpreted to describe settings where a less informed receiver

(agent) seeks feedback from an informed sender (supervisor) after costly effort to decide

her future course of action. Consider, for instance, an entrepreneur who works on a

project experimenting with ideas, privately observing their quality, and implementing

one of them. However, he relies on a venture capitalist (VC) to finance such experimen-

tation and implementation of the project. The VC, in turn, takes decisions based on

17Consider the problem of maxe βe− e2

2 for belief β. The optimal e is given by e∗ = β, where β is
the correct prior belief. Making belief β′ a choice variable the maximum would occur at β′ = β.
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the entrepreneur’s recommendations. While the entrepreneur would prefer to continue

experimenting until he receives a good idea, the VC would like to cut funding for ex-

perimentation when she is sufficiently pessimistic. In such a setting, the entrepreneur

is the supervisor, while the VC is the agent.

Our model provides answers to the following questions: When can an entrepreneur

credibly communicate her information? How many rounds of experimentation does the

VC provide the entrepreneur? Notably, our inefficiency result shows that even though

the VC may like to continue financing an entrepreneur’s experimentation, she calls off

the project too early. However, there are benefits from the VC incorrectly believing

that the project is good. In this sense, it may be worthwhile for the entrepreneur to

invest in building the VC’s confidence in her abilities before starting the relationship.

5 Learning-by-doing with more feedback

Our model naturally extends to an environment in which an agent learns to under-

stand the quality of her ideas from supervisor feedback. Suppose the agent receives

a private signal sr of the quality of her idea after every experimentation. This signal

could either correctly reflect her idea, i.e., sr = qr, or it may be empty, sr = ∅. Let

πr = Pr(sr = qr). To capture learning, assume that at the beginning π1 = π̄ ∈ [0, 1),

and only conditional on receiving honest feedback in r − 1, πr > πr−1, and otherwise

πr = πr−1.18 Naturally, there exists a r = r̄ where πr̄ = 1 with repeated honest feed-

back. Until r̄, it is always beneficial to consult with the supervisor if the agent’s own

signal is empty and the supervisor provides honest feedback.

As before, start with the agent’s decision-making problem for a fixed π ≥ 0 without

18We assume there is no learning on the job, in terms of an increased π for the next round, if the
agent received her own accurate signal. The agent may understand that her idea is bad, but to learn
she needs the supervisor to tell her why her idea is bad. Assuming so leads to the possibility of the
agent getting a perfectly informative signal and then seeking feedback from the supervisor to learn.
To keep the model tractable, we further assume that the agent’s signals are public, and the supervisor
only provides feedback when she has not received her own signal.
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supervision. The agent may now find herself in one of the two situations following

experimentation – either she observes qr = b or her signal is empty.19 We ignore the

latter decision problem as it does not play any role in the strategic supervisor case. Let

Vb(βr) be the value function of the agent at the beginning of round r with belief βr

when her last observed outcome is qr−1 = b.

Vb(βr) = max

{
(βrb)

2

2
, − c+ π

(
βrθ

2
+ (1− βrθ)Vb(βr+1)

)
+ (1− π)V∅(βr)

}
. (2)

The optimal decision can again be summarized by a belief threshold. Call this thresh-

old P π
0 , where we use the letter P generically for partial information threshold. The

threshold specifies the minimum belief below which the agent does not experiment fur-

ther with a bad idea for a fixed π. Using the one-step look-ahead rule, it is easy to

characterize the condition that yields P π
0 . Accordingly, the agent experiments with bad

ideas if

− c+ π

(
βθ

2
+ (1− βθ)(β′b)2

2

)
+ (1− π)

(βQ)2

2
≥ (βb)2

2
. (C3)

Lemma 4 Let c < Q2−b2
2

. There exists a unique belief threshold F0 ≤ P π
0 ≤ N0 associ-

ated with every 0 ≤ π ≤ 1 which solves condition (C3) with equality such that

1. if the agent’s previous idea was bad, qr−1 = b, she experiments for any belief

βr ≥ P π
0 , but implements it with an effort of βrb for any belief βr < P π

0 , and

2. if the agent’s previous idea was good, qr−1 = g, the agent implements her idea in

round r with a maximal effort of 1.

Further, for π > π′, P π
0 < P π′

0 , i.e., the threshold P π
0 is decreasing in π.

Once we have P π
0 , define φ−1

j (P π
0 ) := P π

j for j = 1, 2, . . . and for each π as in

Definition 1. Therefore, each P π
j is the starting belief which when (correctly) updated

about bad ideas j times leads to the terminal belief P π
0 .

19The decision following a qr = g is to always implement the idea with the maximum effort. The
decision to start experimentation with a bad outside option idea is embodied in the first problem.
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We can now present how Proposition 3 is altered when there is learning-by-doing.

Proposition 6 For any prior belief F0 ≤ β1 < P π2
1 , babbling is the unique equilibrium

strategy.

While the main intuition is the same as in Proposition 3, there are two points of

departure. First, this proposition only deals with the prior belief, not any generic belief.

The supervisor’s equilibrium behavior differs under the situation when the agent starts

with a belief in [F0, P
π2
1 ) from when it ends up in this region through some past exper-

imentation. The reason is that with more experimentation and feedback the agent’s

belief threshold for further experimentation declines. As a result, supervisor’s incentives

to provide honest feedback to the agent can also change with more experimentation.

For the same reason, the upper bound of the region of prior beliefs for which super-

visor babbling is unique is given by P π2
1 . The supervisor incorporates the effect of one

round of feedback and the increase of π from π1 to π2 when providing negative feedback.

If the updated belief β2 falls below P π2
0 , the agent does not experiment further in the

second round. In this case, the supervisor always wants to encourage the agent. Thus,

babbling is unique for β1 < P π2
1 .

Next, we identify a sufficient condition to get supervisor honesty in the region of

prior beliefs above P π2
1 . In the relevant worst case incentive constraint, the supervisor is

honest one last time in round one and not thereafter. Specifically, when P π2
1 ≤ β1 < P π2

2 ,

negative feedback pushes the agent to experiment once again in round two after which

she stops. Thus, the supervisor is honest if

π2(Bb
2θ + (1−Bb

2θ)B
b
3β

b
3b

2) + (1− π2)Bb
2β

b
2Q

2 > Bb
2b

⇐⇒ π2(θ + (1− θ)βb3b2) + (1− π2)βb2Q
2 > b (3)

See Figure 6. We next identify a sufficient condition that makes condition (3) hold true

for any prior belief β1P
π2
1 , and therefore, guarantees honest equilibria.
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Figure 6: Supervisor truth-telling for P π2
1 ≤ β1 < P π2

2

Proposition 7 If b < min
{

1
2
,
(

θ
1−θ

)2
}

and b−b2
2
≤ c < Q2−b2

2
, then the supervisor is

honest for any prior belief β1 ≥ P π2
1 .

There are two effects of negative feedback. While the agent is less willing to ex-

periment on account of a reduced belief about ability, she is also now more willing to

experiment due to learning-by-doing. More honest feedback increases π and reduces

the threshold P π
0 . The supervisor incorporates the effect of reduced P π

0 when provid-

ing feedback. Condition (3) is the worst case scenario precisely because it is assumed

β3 < P π3
0 so that he does not benefit from providing honest feedback in round two.

Consequently, the agent experiments one last time in round two without supervisor

feedback.

The above discussion further shows how supervisor honesty at a belief F0 ≤ β < P π2
1

is possible when the prior is above P π2
1 but not when the prior is between F0 and

P π2
1 . In fact, the agent with a prior belief just above P π2

1 may get honest feedback and

experiment all the way to F0, while an agent just below does not. The corollary follows.

Corollary 3 The expected probability of success of the agent is weakly higher under a

higher self-opinion in learning-by-doing.

In fact, there is a potentially larger multiplier effect of a higher self-opinion when the

agent can learn on-the-job through honest feedback. In general, more honest feedback

is even more forthcoming for higher self-opinion agents. The agent now has the added

benefit of more learning and more experimentation in such a case. An agent with a belief

sufficiently higher than P π2
1 may receive adequate feedback for r̄ rounds to increase her

π to 1. In contrast, an agent just below P π2
1 remains there, experimenting only once.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how an employee responds to criticism influences

whether she receives feedback or not. Supervisors may not provide honest feedback to

employees who do not believe in their ability. In turn, this hurts their performance and

potentially their future careers. Moreover, it also hurts organizations as supervisors

provide too little honest feedback. Our model highlights the importance of confidence-

building exercises for young creative professionals. Our findings suggest that to improve

the long-term professional outcomes of women, organizations should invest in building

their confidence.
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Appendices

A Proofs from main text

We present general proofs in mixed strategies wherever we can. The first section

provides some new mathematical notation for this purpose.

Mathematical notation for mixed strategies

We focus attention on limited recall of past ideas so that when the agent experiments

one more round, she does not recall the previous ideas she has worked on. In other

words, the last idea get destroyed as the agent experiments another round. As a result,

the supervisor does not need to make back dated messages about all the previous ideas.

A strategy for the agent ρr in round r is a mapping from the last observed message to a

possible mixed decision to continue experimenting with ideas or implementing the last

one. Let ρmr−1
r = Pr(dr = implement | mr−1) be the probability that the agent decides

to implement the project following the last message.

Similarly, a strategy for the supervisor, σr in round r, is a mapping from the last

idea to a possible mixed message about its quality. Let σqrr = Pr(mr = qr | qr) be

the probability of the supervisor honestly revealing the quality of the observed idea.

Depending on the expected strategy of the supervisor, the agent conditions her action

only on the last message received.

Let the sequence σ̂ = {(σ̂gr , σ̂br)}Rr=1 denote the conjectured strategy of the super-

visor, and let ρ̂ = {(ρ̂gr , ρ̂br}Rr=1 denote the conjectured strategy of the agent. Given

the conjectured strategy of the supervisor, the agent updates beliefs about the two un-

knowns – her ability and the quality of the last idea produced. The belief about being

high ability is βr. Let the belief about her idea matching the supervisor message be

denoted by λr.
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Observe that the public history, the one observed by the agent, hAr at the beginning

of round r can be summarized by the current public beliefs βr and λr. The private

history of the supervisor hSr at the beginning of round r can be summarized by the

current private belief Bt and qr.

We can now informally describe the notion of equilibrium. We say that a pair of

sequences of conjectured strategies σ and ρ constitute an equilibrium if (1) they are

both the best responses to each other given the beliefs βr, λr and Br for each t, and (2)

the beliefs βr, λr and Br are consistent with what the players are conjectured to do,

i.e. σ and ρ. Strategies expressed in the text without a hat constitute an equilibrium.

When both the messages are expected in equilibrium, either the two messages induce

different beliefs, one higher and the other lower than βr, or βr remains the same with

both the messages. We will call the former informative strategy and the latter babbling

strategy.

The supervisor is expected to babble in equilibrium in round r−1 if σ̂gr−1 = 1− σ̂br−1.

Whenever the supervisor babbles, it might be useful to think of babbling in mixed

strategies rather than in pure strategies. However, there are also babbling equilibria

in pure strategies. Say the agent conjectures that the supervisor only says mr = g on

path. While there is no update of beliefs on path, the message mr = b is off path and

we would need to specify beliefs in the information set following this message. Such an

equilibrium is supported by any belief βoffpath ∈ [0, βr−1).

When the supervisor is expected to be informative, we will assume without loss

of generality that messages have their natural meaning – the posterior after mr−1 =

g increases, and it fall after mr−1 = b. So, we assume that σ̂gr−1 > 1 − σ̂br−1 for

informativeness.

We restrict attention here to informative strategies in which σg = 1, i.e., the su-

pervisor is always honest about a good idea. The supervisor cannot credibly commit

to lying when qr = g. When the supervisor sees qr = g, discouraging the agent is not
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optimal. If discouragement leads to another round of experimentation, then the super-

visor faces the risk of abandoning the current good idea and never getting a new one.

Alternately, if discouragement leads to implementation then the agent exerts a lower

effort. Going forward, we assume σgr = 1, and replace σbr with σr. Then the posterior

beliefs about ability is

βbr =
(1− θ)βr−1

1− θβr−1

and βgr =
(1− σ̂r−1(1− θ))βr−1

1− σ̂r−1(1− θβr−1)
(4)

where βmr−1
r = Pr(a = 1|mr−1), and

λbr = 1 and λgr =
βr−1θ

1− σ̂r−1(1− θβr−1)
. (5)

where λmr−1
r = Pr(qr−1 = mr−1|mr−1). Thus, the value of a negative message under any

informative strategy is the same as in a truth-telling strategy. When an agent receives

mr = b then she can be sure that qr = b. However, a positive message mr = g cannot

be trusted.

Proof of Lemma 2

Proof.

Part 1: Existence and uniqueness of F0 using one-step look-ahead rule

For a given set of parameters, there is no straightforward closed form solution to the

equation in condition (C2) that we get from the one-step look-ahead rule. We therefore

need to establish the existence of belief threshold(s). First, it can be verified that both

the LHS and RHS of condition (C2) are monotonically increasing and convex in β.

Second, we show that if 2c < θ(1 − b2) then the threshold belief F0 exists, and is

unique. Consider the range of beliefs 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Since c > 0 and LHS at β = 0 is

zero, RHS cuts the LHS from above at least once. It can further be verified that RHS

at β = 1 is lower than LHS at β = 1. Since both LHS and RHS are monotonically
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increasing, they must intersect at exactly one point. Call that belief F0. Thus, F0 exists

and is unique. It can similarly be shown that if a unique threshold belief F0 exists, then

2c < θ(1− b2).

Finally, we need to show that the agent does not experiment when 2c ≥ θ(1 − b2).

This is so because then the RHS is always above the LHS, so that even experimentation

once is not beneficial. Under 2c ≥ θ(1 − b2), LHS|β=1 ≤ RHS|β=1. Given that both

LHS and RHS of condition (C2) are increasing convex functions, a concern is that there

might be two points of intersection. However, it is easy to verify that the slope of the

RHS is lower than the slope of the LHS at both β = 0 and β = 1.

Part 2: Optimality of one-step look-ahead decision rule

If we show that our optimal stopping problem is monotone, Corollary of Theorem

3.3 (Chow, Robbins, and Siegmund (1971, p. 54)) readily establishes the optimality

of the one-step look-ahead rule.20 The problem is monotone if whenever the one-step

look-ahead rule calls the agent to implement in round R, then so does it for all future

rounds no matter what ideas are generated. Let

− c+
βRθ

2
+ (1− βRθ)

(βR+1b)
2

2
<

(βRb)
2

2
where βR+1 =

(1− θ)βR
1− βRθ

. (6)

Given our discussion in Part 1, βR < F0. We want to show that equation (6) is also

true for a β < βR < F0. This is also immediate from the discussion and Figure 3. In

addition, note that the benefit is bounded above by 1
2

and the cost of experimentation

is fixed at c. Thus, it is optimal to implement the project with q = b for β < F0

and continue experimenting otherwise. Finally, we have already shown the proof of the

choice of eF in the main text.

20See also Ferguson (2006) for a description of the sufficient conditions when we have a maximization
problem.
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Proof of Lemma 3

Proof. Fix the parameters such that 2c < Q2 − b2. Since, θ(1 − b2) > Q2 − b2, both

N0 and F0 exist and are unique. To compare N0 and F0, we only need to compare the

LHS of conditions (C1) and (C2), which are both increasing and convex in β. Since

LHS of both conditions as β → 0 also tends to zero, and the LHS of condition (C1) is

smaller than LHS of condition (C2) at β = 1, we can conclude that F0 < N0.

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof.

Let W F (β1) denote the ex-ante expected utility of the agent under the full informa-

tion policy when her prior is β. Suppose Fj ≤ β1 < Fj+1, then

W F (β1) = β1
θ

2

j∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − β1c

j∑
r=0

(1− θ)r + β1(1− θ)j
[
beF − (eF )2

2

]
+

− (1− β)

[
(j + 1)c+

(eF )2

2

]
(7)

where eF = β1+j+1b with β1+j+1 = (1−θ)j+1β1
1−β1+(1−θ)j+1β1

from Bayes’ rule. By making these

substitutions, we can simplify (7) as

W F (β1) = β1
θ

2

j∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − cβ1(1− θ)
j−1∑
r=0

(1− θ)r +−c(1− β1)j − c+

+ β(1− θ)j+1β1+j+1
b2

2
(8)

We want to show that W F (β1) > (β1b)2

2
> (β1Q)2

2
− c for F0 ≤ β < N0 and W F (β1) >

(β1Q)2

2
− c ≥ (β1b)2

2
for β1 ≥ N0. But note that from Lemma 3,

β1
θ

2
+ (1− β1θ)

(β2b)
2

2
− c > max

{
(β1b)

2

2
,
(β1Q)2

2
− c
}

(9)
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for β1 ≥ F0. Therefore, for any β it will be sufficient to show that W F (β1) ≥ β1
θ
2

+

(1−β1θ)
(β2b)2

2
− c. Proof by induction. The above is trivially true for j = 0. For j = 1,

we can show that

β1
θ

2
(1 + 1− θ) + β1(1− θ)2β3

b2

2
− (1− β1θ)c− c > β1

θ

2
+ (1− β1θ)

(β2b)
2

2
− c

⇐⇒ β2
θ

2
+ (1− β2θ)

(β3b)
2

2
>

(β2b)
2

2
+ c,

which is true from condition (C2) since F0 ≤ β2 < F1. Suppose the statement is true

for some arbitrary j = k. We need to show that the statement is also true for j = k+1.

We can show that

β
θ

2

k+1∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − cβ(1− θ)
k∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − c(1− β)(k+ 1)− c+ β(1− θ)k+2β1+k+2
b2

2
>

β
θ

2

k∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − cβ(1− θ)
k−1∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − c(1− β)k − c+ β(1− θ)k+1β1+k+1
b2

2
,

which simplifies to

β1+k+1
θ

2
+ (1− β1+k+1θ)

(β1+k+2b)
2

2
>

(β1+k+1b)
2

2
+ c, (10)

which is true since F0 ≤ β1+k+1 < F1 and equation (10) holds from condition (C2). It

is now easy to see that W F (β1) is increasing in β1 with a lower bound of β1
θ
2

+ (1 −

β1θ)
(β2b)2

2
− c for β1 = F0.

Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. We prove this statement in steps by considering different regions of starting

prior β1. There exists a j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . } where belief Fj is such that Fj < N0 ≤ Fj+1.

The value that j takes depends on the parameters.

Step 1: Babbling is the unique equilibrium for F0 ≤ β1 < F1
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Consider any informative strategy σ̂1 ∈ (0, 1] including the truth-telling strategy. In

any such strategy, the agent best responds to m1 = b by experimenting once in round

one and then implementing with effort e = βb2b (since βb2 < F0, λb2 = 1, Proposition 2).

A message m1 = g instead leads to a higher belief βg2 ∈ (β1, 1], which can either push

the agent to implement her idea with a higher effort or to experiment again.

If the agent best responds to m1 = g by implementing her idea, the supervisor is

better off deviating since Bb
2bβ

g
2(λg2 + (1− λg2)b) > Bb

2β
b
2b

2. Alternately, the agent may

best respond by experimenting again. Consider the worst case of only experimenting

once and then implementing. The relevant payoff comparison is between payoff from

honesty, Bb
2β

b
2b

2, and the payoff from lying, Bb
2θ+(1−Bb

2θ)B
b
3β

b
3(βg2(β1))b2 where β(β′) is

the updated belief starting from β′. It can now be verified that the latter is larger than

the former because βb3 ≥ βb2 as βb3 is negatively updated from βg2 > βb2. Further, it follows

that for any more experimentation, deviating must be strictly better for the supervisor.

Thus, only the babbling strategy remains which is always an equilibrium. The agent’s

equilibrium strategy is to implement her outside information idea, i.e. d1 = implement

with e = β1b since β1 < N0 (see Lemma 1).

Step 2: Proving babbling is a unique equilibrium for F1 ≤ β1 < N0

If j = 0, then we are already done. If j = 1 then it is enough to show that babbling

is the unique equilibrium in the range F1 ≤ β1 < N0. Here, if the posterior β2 < F1

then the supervisor babbles (from Step 1 above) and that the agent best responds by

implementing with effort e = βb2b. As before now, the supervisor is better off deviating

to induce the agent to either implement with a higher effort or experiment again. Thus,

babbling is the unique equilibrium strategy of the supervisor.

If j ∈ {2, 3, . . . }, then it needs to be shown that babbling is a unique equilibrium

strategy in the ranges F1 ≤ β1 < F2, . . . , Fj−1 ≤ β1 < Fj and Fj ≤ β1 < N0. Doing so

is immediate using the above logic sequentially starting from F1 ≤ β1 < F2. Therefore,

babbling is the unique equilibrium strategy of the supervisor and the agent does not
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experiment, i.e. d1 = implement and e = β1b.

Step 3: Proving babbling is a unique equilibrium for N0 ≤ β1 < N1

For j ≥ 1, the reasoning is exactly as in Step 2 for N0 ≤ β1 < N1. For j = 0, we have

already shown that babbling is a unique equilibrium strategy for F0 ≤ β1 < N0 < F1 or

F0 < N0 ≤ β1 < F1. Note that since F0 < N0, it must be the case that F1 < N1 < F2.

Using the same argument as above, it can be shown that babbling is also unique for

F1 ≤ β1 < N1.

Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. We prove the proposition in steps.

Step 1 : σ1 = 1 is an equilibrium for N1 ≤ β1 < N2 if c ≥ 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
where b <

(
θ

1−θ

)2

so that b < Q2.

Consider the conjectured strategy σ̂1 = 1 for N1 ≤ β1 < N2. When the supervisor

observes q1 = b, his expected probability of success by sending message m1 = b is

Bb
2β

b
2Q

2. On the other hand by sending a message m1 = g when the gent expects

supervisor to be honest leads her to exert e = 1 in implementation (λ̂g2 = 1 and β̂g2 = 1).

The expected probability of success is then Bb
2b. Truth-telling is an equilibrium if

Bb
2β

b
2Q

2 ≥ Bb
2b ⇐⇒ β1 ≥

b

θb+ (1− θ)Q2
:= βtruth ∈ (0, 1) for b < Q2. (11)

σ̂1 = 1 is an equilibrium if for all N1 ≤ β1 < N2, it is also the case that β1 ≥ βtruth,

or equivalently βtruth ≤ N1. Using βtruth from (11), N0 =
(

2c
Q2−b2

) 1
2 (from Lemma 1),

and N1 = N0

1−q(1−N0)
we get c ≥ 1

2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
. Thus, σ1 = 1 is an equilibrium under the

conditions outlined.

Step 2 : If σ1 = 1 is an equilibrium for N1 ≤ β1 < N2, then it must be an equilibrium

for all N2 ≤ β1 < 1.

Consider the region of priors N2 ≤ β1 < N3. We check whether σ̂1 = 1 is an
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equilibrium. The relevant incentive constraint for the supervisor to reveal the truth at

this stage is

Bb
2b ≤ Bb

2θ + (1−Bb
2θ)B

b
3β

b
3Q

2 ⇐⇒ b ≤ θ + (1− θ)β3Q
2. (12)

Observe from Step 1 that b < N0Q
2, where N0 is the lowest value that βb3 can take in

equation (11). Naturally, N0 is also the lowest value that βb3 can take in condition (12).

Since b < βb3Q
2 < 1, condition (12) is always satisfied. It can similarly be checked that

for any higher β1 the truth-telling incentive constraint is satisfied.

Step 3 : The proof of what happens when c < 1
2

(
b2

Q2 − b4

Q4

)
follows from the discussion

in the text and Step 2 above. Finally, if b ≥ ( θ
1−θ )

2 so that b > Q2, the supervisor’s

truth-telling incentive constraint cannot be satisfied for any interior belief β1. Thus,

there is no truthful equilibrium in which the agent experiments once without feedback

following a bad message. Note that this does not preclude truthful equilibria followed

by supervisor and agent mixing.

Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. To prove the statement, first we consider different ranges of ex-ante beliefs and

determine the sufficient condition that makes exactly one additional round of experi-

mentation with feedback welfare-improving.

Case 1: F0 ≤ β1 < N0.

First, note that an increase to F0 ≤ β̃1 < N1 cannot be welfare-improving. Here,

W (β1) = (β1b)2

2
. When F0 ≤ β̃1 < N0, then W (β̃1; β1) = β1b

2β̃1 − (β̃1b)2

2
, which is

maximized at β̃1 = β1. When N0 ≤ β̃1 < N1, then W (β̃1; β1) = β1Q
2β̃1 − (β̃1Q)2

2
− c,

which is maximized at β̃1 = β1 giving a maximized value of (β1Q)2

2
− c. But from

F0 ≤ β1 < N0, it must be (β1b)2

2
> (β1Q)2

2
− c.
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Second, consider an increase to N1 ≤ β̃1 < N2. In this case,

W (β̃1; β1) =
β1θ

2
+ β1(1− θ)Q2β̃2 − (1− β1θ)

(
c+

(β̃2Q)2

2

)
− c, (13)

where β̃2 follows from Bayesian updating from β̃1. Note that ∂W (β̃1;β1)

∂β̃1
< 0. Thus,

we limit ourselves to the most beneficial (or minimum) increase of β̃1 = N1 so that

β̃2 = N0. In addition, W (β̃1; β1) linearly increases in β1. Thus, we wish to identify the

condition that provides us the following inequality at β1 = N0,

W (β̃1 = N1; β1 = N0) > W (β1 = N0) =
(N0b)

2

2
. (14)

Substituting from equation (13) and using c = (N0Q)2−(N0b)2

2
from condition (C1) and

simplifying, we get

N0θ

2
− (N0Q)2

2
(1 + 2θ(1−N0)) > −(1−N0θ)

(N0b)
2

2
. (15)

The RHS of equation (15) is strictly less than 0. Thus, it will be sufficient to show that

LHS > 0, which can be simplified to

θ > Q2(1 + 2θ(1−N0))N0. (16)

Assuming θ > Q2, the condition highlighted in equation (16) is true if (1 + 2θ(1 −

N0))N0 ≤ 1. After substituting for N0, we can simplify further as

c ≤ Q2 − b2

2

1

4θ2
. (17)

Since we are already in the space of parameters in which c ≤ Q2−b2
2

, condition (17) is

satisfied whenever θ ≤ 0.5. Condition (17) and equivalently condition (14) hold for

θ ≤ 0.5. Thus, there exists an ex-ante belief threshold F0 < β̄ < N0 such that the agent
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ex-ante prefers to hold an interim belief of N1 for all beliefs β ≥ β̄.

Case 2: N0 ≤ β1 < N1.

Again, an increase to N0 ≤ β̃1 < N1 cannot be welfare-improving. In case of an

increase in belief to N1 ≤ β̃1 < N2,

W (β̃1; β1) =
β1θ

2
+ β1(1− θ)Q2β̃2 − (1− β1θ)

(
c+

(β̃2Q)2

2

)
− c. (18)

As before, ∂W (β̃1;β1)

∂β̃1
< 0, so that we look for the minimum increase in belief to β̃1 = N1.

We wish to compare W (β̃1; β1) from equation (18) with W (β1) = (β1Q)2

2
− c. Note first

that β1θ
2
> (β1Q)2

2
. It is now easy to check that β1(1−θ)Q2β̃2−(1−β1θ)

(
c+ (β̃2Q)2

2

)
> 0

after replacing β̃2 = N0 and c = (N0Q)2−(N0b)2

2
. Thus, W (β̃1; β1) > W (β1). Further, as

W (β1) > β1Q
2β̃2 − (β̃2Q)2

2
− c, we conclude that

β1θ

2
− (1− β1θ)c− β1θ

(
Q2β̃2 −

(β̃2Q)2

2

)
> 0. (19)

Case 3: Nj ≤ β1 < Nj+1 for j ≥ 1.

Now,

W (β1) =
β1θ

2

j−1∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − β1c

j∑
r=0

(1− θ)r + β1(1− θ)j
(
Q2βj −

(βjQ)2

2

)
− (1− β1)

(
(j + 1)c+

(βjQ)2

2

)
, (20)

and if the interim belief is increased to Nj+1 ≤ β̃1 < Nj+2 such that βj = β̃j+1, then

W (β̃1; β1) =
β1θ

2

j∑
r=0

(1− θ)r − β1c

j+1∑
r=0

(1− θ)r + β1(1− θ)j+1

(
Q2βj −

(βjQ)2

2

)
− (1− β1)

(
(j + 2)c+

(βjQ)2

2

)
. (21)
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Using (20) and (21), W (β̃2; β1) > W (β1) condition simplifies to

βjθ

2
− (1− βjθ)c− βjθ

(
Q2βj −

(βjQ)2

2

)
> 0. (22)

We know the above condition (22) is true because N0 ≤ βj < N1 and that condition

(19) holds.

To complete the proof, note that W (β̃1; β1) is increasing in β1. Thus, an agent with

a higher ex-ante belief gains more from an increase in the interim belief that allows her

more rounds of experimentation with feedback. Thus, a higher ex-ante belief makes it

more beneficial to have a higher interim belief as well.

Proof of Lemma 4

Proof. The proof of the first part is the same as that of Lemma 2. To show, that

P π
0 is decreasing in π note that the RHS of condition (C3) is a convex combination of

the RHS of conditions (C1) and (C2). π is the weight on the RHS of condition (C2).

Naturally, as π increases, the belief threshold P π
0 moves closer to F0. Figure 7 shows the

decreasing relationship arising out of the intersection between the orange plane (RHS)

and the blue plane (LHS) of condition (C3).

Proof of Proposition 7

Proof. As shown in the text, the condition required for supervisor honesty for beliefs

P π2
1 ≤ β1 < P π2

2 is given by equation (3). We are looking for a sufficient condition that

ensures the RHS > LHS in equation (3) for any belief.

Note that since P π2
0 ≤ β2 < P π2

1 , from the agent’s optimal best response in condition
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Figure 7: LHS (blue) and RHS (orange) of condition (C3) for θ = 0.47, b = 0.2 and
c = 0.02

(C3) it must be the case that

π2(β2θ + (1− β2θ)(β3b)
2) + (1− π2)(β2Q)2 > (β2b)

2 + 2c

⇐⇒ π2(θ + (1− θ)β3b
2) + (1− π2)β2Q

2 > β2b
2 +

2c

β2

. (23)

Now, observe that the LHS of equation (23) is the same as that of equation (3). Thus,

a sufficient condition to get supervisor honesty is f(β1) := (β2b)
2 − β2b + 2c > 0.

It is easy to verify that f(β1) has a minimum at β
1

= 1
θ+(1−θ)2b where the function

takes a value of 2c − 0.25. Naturally, if c ≥ 0.125, then we are done. However, when

c < 0.125, we need to determine a new sufficient condition that makes f(β1) > 0 for

all beliefs. To identify this condition, note that β
1

= 1
θ+(1−θ)2b ≥ 1 ⇐⇒ b ≤ 1

2
. Also,

f(β1) = 0 =⇒ β∗1 = 1±
√

1−8c
θ(1±

√
1−8c)+(1−θ)2b . To get our required sufficient condition, it

must be that the smaller of the β∗1 solutions is greater than or equal to 1 when b ≤ 1
2
.

Thus, 1−
√

1−8c
θ(1−

√
1−8c)+(1−θ)2b ≥ 1 ⇐⇒ c ≥ b−b2

2
.
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To verify that the set of parameters b ≤ 1
2

and c ≥ b−b2
2

is nonempty, we require

b < Q2 ⇐⇒ b < θ2

(1−θ)2 . Thus, we require that b < min
{

1
2
, θ2

(1−θ)2

}
.
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B Proofs omitted from the main text

B.1 Comparative statics of full information belief threshold

Lemma 5 F0 is decreasing in c, increasing in b, and decreasing in θ.

Proof. It is immediate to see that F0 is decreasing in c as it reduces the value of

experimenting again, LHS in condition (C2), for every belief level β.

Second, consider the effect of an exogenous increase in b. We have that ∂LHS
∂b

=

(1 − βθ)(β′)2b, and ∂RHS
∂b

= β2b. Since β > β′ and 1 > βθ, ∂LHS
∂b

< ∂RHS
∂b

. Thus, the

value from implementing increases by more than the value from experimenting, which

leads to a higher F0.

Finally, consider an exogenous increase in θ. The RHS remains unchanged with an

increase in θ. For the LHS,

∂LHS

∂q
=
β

2
− b2ββ′

(
1− β′

2

)
.

This is positive if 1
2
> b2β′

(
1− β′

2

)
, which is true since

∂b2β′
(

1−β
′
2

)
∂β′

= b2(1 − β′) > 0

and at the limits the inequality holds. As β′ → 0, we have that b2β′
(

1− β′

2

)
→ 0 and

as β′ → 1, b2β′
(

1− β′

2

)
→ b2

2
.

An increase in b makes implementing a bad idea more attractive, and therefore,

leads to a higher F0. The agent finishes the project at a higher belief where she exerts a

higher effort in implementing a bad idea. An increase in θ lowers F0. This is so because

conditional on being of high-ability, a higher θ increases the probability of a good

idea. Therefore, when ability is unknown it makes experimentation more attractive

and pushes the agent to experiment for longer.
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B.2 Comparative statics of no information belief threshold

A decrease in the probability of coming up with a good idea, θ, or an increase in

the cost of experimentation, c, increases N0. Finally, an increase in b can have a non-

monotonic effect on N0 depending on the initial value. For b < 1−θ
2−θ , an increase in b

decreases N0. For b > 1−θ
2−θ , an increase in b increases N0.

The intuition for non-monotonicity in b is as follows. b measures the success rate (for

any given effort level) from a bad idea when the agent is of high-ability. When the agent

does not observe the quality of her idea from experimentation, then she experiments

only once as a gamble. When b increases from a sufficiently low b to begin with, it

makes this gamble more attractive – the agent reasons that even if the gamble fails, i.e.

q = b is the outcome of the gamble, she is more likely to succeed because of a higher

b. On the other hand, when b increases further from an already high level, then the

gamble becomes less attractive. This is so because the agent already has an outside

option bad idea available which then becomes relatively more attractive to finish.

B.3 The case of 0 < b < g < 1

We now generalise the likelihood of success of the project with the realisation of a

good idea. Suppose now that g < 1 and the probability of success with a good idea is

age. We show below that the equilibrium analysis is identical under this generalization.

No information policy. We can rewrite condition (C1) for the agent experiment-

ing once as

− c+
(β1Q̃)2

2
≥ β1b

2

2
(C1)

where Q̃ := θg + (1 − θ)b is the expected quality of the idea produced. The condition

in Lemma 1 to get agent experimentation accordingly changes to

c <
Q̃2 − b2

2
. (24)
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Therefore, the new no information belief threshold changes to N0 =
(

2c
Q̃2−b2

)1/2

, and

Lemma 1 goes through with a parametric change.

Full information policy. Let the value function of the agent at the beginning of

round r with belief βr when her last observed outcome is qr−1 = b be Vb(βr), such that

Vb(βr) = max

{
(βrb)

2

2
, − c+

βrθg
2

2
+ (1− βrθ)Vb(βr+1)

}
.

Note that even with g < 1 the agent does not experiment any further after coming up

with a good idea, as this qr = g is the best she can achieve. At the same time, she

faces the same decision problem as the original one if she comes up with a bad idea,

but with a lower belief.

Once again using the one-step look-ahead rule, if the agent finds it optimal to stop

experimenting at a belief β, then so does she after another round of experimentation.

So, the following condition is necessary for the agent to experiment:

− c +
βθg2

2
+ (1− βθ)(β′b)2

2
≥ (βb)2

2
. (C2)

It is now straightforward to see that Lemma 2 holds for c < θ(g2−b2)
2

holds. The altered

proof is available on request.

The comparison between N0 and F0 also holds according to Lemma 3. Both belief

thresholds exist for c < Q̃2−b2
2

because Q̃2−b2
2

< θ(g2−b2)
2

.

Equilibrium analysis. First, we check that Propositions 2 and 3 hold as before.

Note that the current change does not induce truthful equilbria for beliefs agent would

stop following a bad message. This is because the probability of success with a good

idea is now lower as g2 < 1. Therefore, if stopping was optimal for the agent with

g = 1, then it should be optimal with g < 1 too.

It remains to check if truth-telling is still not an equilibrium strategy for the super-

visor. In so far as the agent implements her idea after negative feedback, truth-telling
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will still not be an equilibrium strategy for the supervisor. The reason is that the su-

pervisor’s payoff from truth-telling would be Bb
2β

b
2b

2, while deviation gives him Bb
2bg.

Deviation is optimal because Bb
1β1b

2 < Bb
1bg since b < g. So for all beliefs below N1

babbling would still be the unique equilibrium.

Second, let us look at the beliefs above N1 and identify the condition for truthful

equilibria à la Proposition 4. For all beliefs above N1 truthfully revealing the quality of

a bad idea would lead to at least one more round of experimentation without feedback

before stopping. Truth-telling would be an equilibrium strategy for the supervisor if

and only if revealing a bad idea would yield a higher payoff for the supervisor. This

would be the case if:

Bb
2β

b
2(gθ + (1− θ)b)2 > Bb

2gb (25)

Therefore the new truth telling belief threshold will be

β1 ≥
gb

θgb+ (1− θ)Q̃2
= βtruth ∈ (0, 1) if gb < Q̃2 (26)

Therefore a truth telling equilibrium exists if gb < Q̃2 and Proposition 4 holds.
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C Committed supervisor

C.1 A note on the enforcement of commitment

Here we present the case of the supervisor committing to an information policy

before the agent starts experimenting with ideas. Before we do so, we should understand

how such a commitment may be enforced. An information disclosure policy is a sequence

of (potentially mixed) promises about revealing the observed ideas that the agent will

produce. There are at least two ways in which one may imagine such promises being

enforced.

The first is to interpret the disclosure policy sequence of public tests. In this inter-

pretation, the supervisor may not observe the idea but he designs tests that will reveal

to the agent (and to the supervisor) the true quality. Thus, commitment to informa-

tion policy is akin to commitment to test designs. This interpretation is in the spirit

of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) and Smolin (2017). Another way in which such a

commitment may be enforced is through “presentation” of ideas to multiple supervi-

sors. Many co-supervisors rather than one main supervisor may work to discipline each

other. This requires that if the optimal disclosure policy involves mixing by the super-

visors then they all should agree on such a mixing and then enforce it (say by punishing

deviations with full disclosure). Alternately, one supervisor’s recommendation may be

cross-examined by another supervisor who has also observed the agent’s idea.

Nonetheless, these interpretations are not obvious and might not be realistic in many

settings. For instance, an apprentice working on a project might only be assigned one

expert due to cost concerns. It is also not obvious how a supervisor might commit to a

test design that reveals his private information to the agent. Because of this limitation,

we present the commitment case as an extension of the model in Section 4. We show here

how the supervisor can achieve better outcomes (relative to the equilibrium outcome)

both for himself and the agent by committing to an information policy. We maintain
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the common prior assumption throughout this section.

C.2 Immediate honesty

Consider first the policy in which the supervisor is committed to revealing the true

idea quality after each round of experimentation. We call this a policy of immediate

honesty. It is the same as the full information policy of Section 3.2. As illustrated in

Lemma 2 such a policy induces the agent to experiment with continued bad ideas all

the way down to the belief F0. As we have already shown in Proposition 1, this policy

is better than the no information policy. It follows from Proposition 1 that this policy

is better than the equilibrium policy both for the agent and the supervisor.

Lemma 6 The immediately honest policy is Pareto superior to the equilibrium policy.

Thus, both the supervisor and the agent stand to gain if the supervisor commits

to honesty. However, as we show below, the supervisor can do better than immediate

honesty.

C.3 Delayed honesty

The supervisor’s preferred policy will be one that makes the agent experiment every

time she has bad idea but implement immediately if she gets a good idea. Thus, while

on the one hand he wants to be honest with the agent, he also wants the agent to

experiment as often as possible. An intuitive candidate optimal policy is the one that

delays information revelation. Such a policy of delayed honesty tries to fulfill the two

objectives simultaneously. Below we show the limits of the delayed honesty policy and

how it is better than immediate honesty.

A delayed honesty policy is a combination of a disclosure time and what to recom-

mend at that disclosure time. A disclosure timing rule is a mapping from the current

belief βr to a choice of round R+r at which the supervisor requires the agent to present
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her ideas. Equivalently, R is the number of rounds the agent is required to experiment

before approaching the supervisor. He then makes a comment about each of the R

ideas according to a recommendation policy which is a mapping of {b, g}R onto itself.

A recommendation policy is honest if the supervisor honestly reveals the quality of

all the ideas that the agent has produced. We restrict attention to honest recommen-

dation policies for the time being and analyze the optimal disclosure time R∗. Starting

with prior β1, the agent and the supervisor update their belief about the ability sequen-

tially according to Bayes’ rule at the disclosure time R. Thus, if the supervisor reveals

that any of the ideas are good they both update their belief to 1 and otherwise revise

their belief downwards by R times

βbR+1 =
(1− θ)Rβ1

1− θβ1

∑R−1
r=0 (1− θ)r

.

Fix a prior β1 ≥ F0 and consider a disclosure policy that requires the agent to

experiment at least R times to receive feedback from the supervisor. We are interested

in finding out the maximum number of rounds of delay. We are interested in the

disclosure policy that induces the agent to quit experimentation and implement any

one her ideas after discovering all bad ideas, i.e., βbR+1 < F0.21 We say that such

a policy is implementable if the agent prefers to experiment R times and receiving

feedback to not experimenting and implementing her outside option idea. This yields

the following implementability constraint (IC)

1

2
β1[1− (1− θ)R(1− (βbR+1b)

2)] ≥ (β1b)
2

2
+Rc. (IC)

Observe that since the agent is expected to carry out multiple rounds of experimen-

tation without knowing their outcome, she evaluates the possibility of attaining a good

21If there is any implementable delayed policy that leads to a posterior above F0, then the same
can be achieved by an immediately honest policy by inducing the same number of rounds of experi-
mentation. We will refer to delayed honesty policy as the one which leads to posteriors below F0 so
that more number of rounds are induced than in immediately honest policy.
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idea relative to β1. Conditional on being high-ability, with probability (1 − θ)R she

expects to attain only bad ideas to implement, and with the remaining probability she

expects at least one good idea. Therefore, with probability β1(1− (1−θ)R) she receives

1/2 and with probability β1(1 − θ)R she will revise her belief down to βbR+1 after the

supervisor honestly reveals all her R ideas are bad. At this point, she will implement

any one of her bad ideas to obtain an expected benefit of
(βbR+1b)

2

2
. Finally, there is no

benefit of experimentation if the agent is low-ability. The agent must also pay the cost

of experimentation for R rounds. All this is captured in the LHS of (IC) condition as

the expected payoff of experimentation.

If the agent instead opts for implementing her bad outside option idea, she expects

to receive a payoff of (β1b)2

2
. The expected payoff from implementing is shown in the

RHS of the (IC) condition. The (IC) condition thus puts a limit on the maximum

number of rounds the agent is willing to experiment when she is at a belief β1 and the

supervisor is committed to revealing all the information after those rounds.

We next analyse the supervisor’s incentives under such a policy. The supervisor’s

ex-ante expected payoff from a R-implementable policy is

β1[1− (1− θ)R(1− (βbR+1b)
2)]. (27)

Does the supervisor benefit from a higher or a lower R? A higher R gives more chances

at experimentation to produce a good idea, but it also depresses the effort of the agent

in case of such event. The following lemma identifies a sufficient condition under which

the first order effect of increased chances at experimentation dominates the second order

effect of reduced effort.

Lemma 7 If θ > b, the supervisor’s exante expected payoffs are increasing in the num-

ber of rounds the agent experiments R.
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Proof. From (27), the supervisor prefers R + 1- over R-implementable policy if

β1[1− (1− θ)R(1− (βbR+1b)
2)] > β1[1− (1− θ)R+1(1− (βbR+2b)

2)]

⇐⇒ θ + (1− θ)(βbR+2b)
2 > (βbR+1b)

2 (28)

If θ > b, then it can readily be verified that equation (28) is satisfied.

The condition θ > b guarantees that taking a chance on experimentation leads

to a greater probability of success than implementing a bad idea. The supervisor’s

maximization problem, therefore, reduces to getting the agent to experiment as many

rounds as possible. This is solely determined by the (IC) condition. It is immediate

that the expected benefit of experimentation to the agent under such a policy, although

increasing in β1, is bounded above by 1/2. Consequently, for a higher β1 the agent

should want to experiment more number of rounds but up to a limit. This limit is a

result of the bounded benefits and the increasing cost of experimentation. Our objective

is to determine the maximum (β1, R) combination that is implementable with such a

policy.

For this purpose, fix R. A minimum prior belief should make the (IC) bind. The

reason is that both LHS and RHS are increasing in β1 and intersect exactly once. Define

this minimum prior belief by β̄R. So for any belief β1 ≥ β̄R the agent finds it optimal

to at least experiment R times. Observe that β̄R must be increasing in R since the

agent must have a higher belief to induce her to experiment more often by paying a

higher cost. Let β̄R̄ be the maximum of this increasing sequence so that R̄ gives the

maximum number of rounds that are implementable and β̄R̄ is the minimum prior that

can induce those many rounds. Proposition 8 follows from the above discussion.

Proposition 8 The maximum number of rounds R∗ the supervisor can delay honestly

revealing the outcomes and induce experimentation at prior β1 is given by β̄R
∗ ≤ β1 <

β̄R
∗+1 if β1 ≤ β̄R̄, and is equal to R̄ if β1 > β̄R̄.
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We end this section with the following observation.

Observation 1 The supervisor weakly prefers a policy of delayed honesty to immediate

honesty when delayed honesty is implementable, i.e. when β1 ≤ β̄R̄.

Ali (2017) derives the same result when determining the optimal dynamic disclosure

policy in a slightly different environment. In his setting, the agent needs two consecutive

successes in order to be successful in the project. The experiments yield success with

a positive probability only if the project is of a good type. Ali shows that the more

informed party always has an incentive to delay information revelation while the less

informed party would prefer early revelation. While we do not solve for the optimal

policy here, we showed here delaying may be preferred to immediately revealing the

outcome by the supervisor.
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D Time-constrained supervisor

In some situations, it is possible that a benevolent supervisor partially internalizes

the costs borne by the agent. The expert’s (i.e. the supervisor’s) prior experience from

when he as an apprentice (agent) may be one of the reasons. Another way to think

about it is that the supervisor faces some time costs of going through the agent’s idea

and providing her feedback, and overseeing her implementation of the chosen idea. We

adopt this latter interpretation and assume that the supervisor has to only pay the

cost of providing feedback when he is honest. However, he must always pay the cost of

overseeing the implementation. We further assume common priors in this section.

For the two players i ∈ {A, S}, the agent (A) and the supervisor (S), let the cost of

experimentation be ci and the cost of implementation be φie
2

2
. The difference between

these costs for the two players captures any preference conflict between them. In so

far as cS < cA and φS < φA = 1 (assume), the preference conflict persists. For a given

(cS, φS) > 0, there will be a “full information” threshold for the supervisor as well. Call

this threshold F S
0 . This reflects the preferences of the supervisor and determines what

are the maximum number of rounds the supervisor desires the agent to experiment (or

the belief threshold equivalently) with full information.

Consider first the case of φS = φA = 1 so that the supervisor fully internalizes the

cost of implementation. In the limiting case of cS = 0 studied in the main text, there

was no belief threshold for the supervisor. The supervisor wanted the agent to continue

experimenting with full information until she succeeded. However, when cS < cA and

the supervisor is also required to contribute, we have F S
0 < FA

0 . Alternately, F S
0 ≥ FA

0

if cS ≥ cA.

Proposition 9 Let φS = φA = 1. The supervisor offers honest feedback for beliefs

β1 ≥ FA
0 if cS < cA, and for belief β1 ≥ F S

0 if cS ≥ cA.

Proof. Suppose cS < cA and consider the belief range FA
0 ≤ β1 < FA

1 . If the agent
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expects the supervisor to be honest, this is the last range of beliefs where the agent

experiments with a bad idea. The supervisor is honest if
(βb2b)

2

2
> βb2b− 1

2
. This is true

because
(βb2b)

2

2
= maxe β

b
2be at e = βb2b. Thus, the supervisor is honest.

Suppose cS ≥ cA. Consider the range of beliefs F S
0 ≤ β1 < F S

1 ≤ NA
1 . The

supervisor is honest here because
(βb2b)

2

2
> βb2b − 1

2
. Note that it is in the interest of

the supervisor to babble in round two because it is costless for him to do so, and

the agent best responds by not experimenting further since βb2 < NA
0 . Next, consider

the range of beliefs NA
1 ≤ F S

0 ≤ β1 < F S
1 . Again, the supervisor is honest because

(βb2Q)2

2
>

(βb2b)
2

2
> βb2b − 1

2
. It is in the interest of the supervisor to not bear the cost

of giving honest feedback in round two as βb2 < F S
0 . At the same time, it is in the

interest of the agent to experiment once without supervisor feedback as βb2 ≥ NA
0 . It

is now straightforward to see that the supervisor is also honest for the range of beliefs

F S
0 ≤ β1 ≤ NA

1 < F S
1 .

When the supervisor is time-constrained, he cares both about success, and about

costly supervision from the agent experimenting in pursuit of success. In turn, this

eliminates the fear of discouragement. Notably, now it is more costly for the supervisor

to keep offering feedback beyond a certain belief over letting the agent implement a

bad idea. We can then get honest equilibria for some additional ranges of beliefs.

Thus, a more time-constrained supervisor can potentially offer more honest feedback.

In particular, this happens when F S
0 < NA

1 if cS ≥ cA.

We can now look at the case of φS = 0 < φA = 1. If the supervisor does not

internalize the cost of implementation, all our results from the main text go through.

This is the case even if the supervisor partially internalizes the costs of experimentation.

Proposition 10 If φS = 0, then the equilibrium strategies are given by Propositions 2,

3 and 4.

To understand the intuition, let cS = cA and consider whether honesty is an equi-

librium strategy for FA
0 ≤ β < FA

1 . At this belief, if the supervisor is expected to be
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honest, then following a negative message the agent abandons experimentation and ex-

erts a low implementation effort on the idea. If instead, she receives a positive message,

she exerts 1 on her idea. Deviating and sending positive feedback does strictly better

for the supervisor. This breaks down the honest equilibrium. The issue arises here

because the supervisor wants the agent to exert the maximal effort independent of the

potential of the idea produced. The supervisor fears discouragement leading to lower

effort in implementation which precludes honesty.22

22It is possible to derive a belief threshold above which the supervisor is expected to be honest in
equilibrium for a generic φS and given cS and cA. However, it does not add value to the analysis here.
The basic forces remain as described above.
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